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Green, Modern Off-The-Grid MiniHome Coming to New York for Mobile
Living Exhibition

The Sustain MiniHome is an elegant and modern yet autonomous, off-the-grid living unit with
all of the comforts of home and more, built from green and sustainable materials.

Toronto,ON (PRWEB) May 20, 2006 -- Designer Andy Thomson has a lot of experience with small spaces- He
lived in a van with his wife and daughter for three years while at Architecture school in Vancouver.He had to
see for himself- "As a designer with a deep concern for the preservation of the planetary ecosystem, the primary
focus in my personal life has been to discover a viable and affordable form of housing."

Together will fellow architect and carpenter, Daniel Hall, they squeezed a lot of living and sophisticated energy
and waste systems into a dwelling made from environmentally friendly materials, built a gorgeous solar and
wind-powered prototype withRichlite walls and a green roof, and are taking it on the road to the Mobile Living
Exhibition in New York.

The MiniHome is different from other green and modern prefabs- it comes on wheels and can be parked
anywhere, on private land or in recreational RV parks. It comes fully furnished, with appliances, kitchen and
storage built in, and a cozy loft above. . Many modern prefabs are built in the factory but need traditional
foundations and service connections to sewer, water and power; the MiniHome needs nothing.

Heating, water, waste and power are all dealt with internally and no foundations are needed- talk about treading
lightly on the landscape! And being small, it uses fewer resources in its manufacture and in its operation-talk
about living with less.

Everything is designed to minimize use of electricity- the fridge, stove and heating run on propane in a dwelling
so well insulated that a standard barbeque sized bottle will run for a month in the depths of a northern winter.
"Electricity is a high-grade fuel" says Andy. "it is crazy to use it for anything but light and electronics. If you
minimize its use to that then it is easy to generate enough from wind and solar" –of course, batteries are
included.

The MiniHome is not only green but it is gorgeous. Much green design has been described as having "no edge,
no, buzz, no style"- The MiniHome has them all. After all, if you are going to live in a small space it has to be
well designed.

So imagine having a tiny modern home built to last from green and healthy materials, no electricity bill and
minimal operating costs, which you can put on your lot, in a park or on a roof. That's the MiniHome.

About Sustain Minihome:
Northlander Industries of Exeter, Ontario builds the MiniHome for Sustain Design Studio. This radical design
represents a new direction for this 40 year-old builder of modular and portable housing. The miniHome was
enthusiastically received at it's first showing at the National Home Show in Toronto this spring.
For more information visit www.sustain.ca or call Daniel Hall or Andy Thomson at (416) 203 9327.
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Contact Information
Lloyd Alter
Sustain
http://www.sustain.ca
416 203 9327

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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